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Introduction 
In his thesis "Divisibility properties of recurring sequences" (Amster

dam, 1953) the author considered recurring sequences the elements of 
,vhich belong to a kind of sets which in some way are connected to sets 
which he called ff-sets. In this paper, however, which mnst be considered 
as an introduction to a further paper on periodicity properties of sets of 
recurring sequences, in view of this application only recurring sequences 
are treated the elements of which belong to fl-sets. For the more general 
kind of sequences the reader is referred to the thesis, in only the last 
section of which such sequences occur essentially. 

Very simple proofs and arguments are omitted in this paper. They can 
be found in the thesis. 

In deriving the properties which connect those of chapter I where the 
necessary algebraic properties are developed and those of the recurring 
sequences, in the first section of chapter II another much simpler method 
is followed than in the thesis. This method (using the well-known shift
operator E) will also be used in the above-mentioned paper on sets ;I· 
recurring sequences. 

Chapter 1. General algebraic properties 

SECTION 1. ON ff-SETS 

An tf-set is a set with the following properties: 
I. The set is a. unique factorization domain, i.e. a commutative ring 

with a unit element e in which every element possesses a canonical 
decomposition into prime elements; 

II. If m is an element of the set the residue set mod ni of the set is 
finite, i.e. that residue set has only a finite number of elements. 

Since in a unique factorization domain R the ideal (p) generated by a 
prime element of the domain R is divisorless, the residue set R/(p) is an 
integral domain and since a finite integral domain is a field, one has 

Theorem I. If p is a prime-element of an fj-set R, then the re.~idue 
set R/(p) is a field. 

By a well-known property on finite fields the number M of elements of 
the field is a positive integral power PQ of a prime number P, where both 
P=P(R, p) and Q=Q(R, p) depend on R and p. 

Since R/(p) is a field, to every element q of R, not divisible by p, an 
element q1 corresponds such that q1q _ e (mod p). It is not difficult to 
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prove that there also exists an element q,, in R such that q,,q _ e (mod pn), 
where n is a positive integer. 

Further one easily deduces that the residue set R/(p") possesses M" 
elements, hence in the above notation 

P(R, p")=P(R, p); Q(R, p")=nQ(R, p). 

Definition. If mis an element of an ff-set R, the set of those elements 
of R/(m) which are relatively prime tom is called the reduced residue set 
mod m of R. 

The reduced residue set mod m of R will be denoted by R//(m). From 
the above remarks it follows that if pis a prime element of an ff-set R, 
then the set R//(p") is a multiplicative group with 

<PR(p") = M"-M"-1=: p(n-l)Q(PQ-1) 

elements. 
Also in the case mis an arbitrary element of the ff-set Ra similar result 

holds. This result of which the proof may be omitted is formulated by 
Theorem 2. If mis an element of an ff-set R, then the set R//(m) is a 

finite multiplicative group with 

elements. 

<PR(m) = IT P(R, p)(n-IlQ<R.vl (P(R, p)Q<R,vl - 1) 
v"lm 

'.Pn+l-j' m 

Finally it is not difficult to prove that one has 
Theorem 3. (Chinese remainder theorem). If m1 , .•• , m, are pair

wise coprime elements of an ff-set R, then for any set u 1, ••• , u, of elements of 
R there exists an element u of R such that 

u = u,, (mod m,,) (a= 1, ... , s). 

SECTION 2. EXTENSIONS OF fj-SETS 

In this section R denotes an ff-set. 
If m denotes an element # 0 of R, the sets 

R[x], R 0 =R/(m) and R 0 [x]=R[x]/(m) 

are considered. The homomorphism R ,...._, R0 induces a homomorphism 
R[x] ,...._, R 0 [x], hence to every element (polynomial) g(x) of R[x] cor
responds one polynomial g0(x) of R0 [x]. 

Theorem 4. If pis a prime element of R, then R 0 [x]=R[x]/(p) is an 
ff-set. 

Proof. By theorem 1 the set R/(p) is a commutative field, thus by 
some well-known theorems R[x]/(p) is a commutative euclidean ring, 
hence a principal ideal ring, hence a unique factorization ring. 

Further let f0(x) denote an arbitrary prime element (i.e. irreducible 
polynomial) of R0 [x], which is of a degree N in x. Then the elements of 
R1 [x]=R0 [x]/(f0(x)) can be represented by the polynomials of a degree 1) 

1 ) Here and in future for the sake of simplicity the degree of the polynomial 0 
is taken - oo. 
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< N -1 of R0 [x] (viz. by the uniquely defined remainders of a degree 
< N -1 obtained after division of such a polynomial by f0(x)). Since each 
of the N coefficients of these remainders can assume only 

M(R, p)=P(R, p)Qm.vi 

values, the set R1 [x] has exactly MN, i.e. a finite number of elements. 
Corollary. By theorem. 1, applied to the ff-set R0 [x], one finds that 

the set R 0 [x]/(/0(x)), where f 0 (x) is irreducible in R 0 [x], is a field, 
Definition. A polynomial of R[x] is called monic if the coefficient 

of its highest power term in x is equal to the unit element e of R. 
Definition. If m belongs to Rand f(x) to R[x], but not to R, then 

one writes 
g(x) _ h(x) (modd f(x), m) 

if and only if in R[x] the polynomial g(x)-h(x) belongs to the ideal 
(f(x), m) generated by f(x) and m. 

Definition. If f(:i::) (of degree Nin x) and g(x) belong to R[x], then 
the residue mod f(x) of g(x) is the uniquely determined polynomial r(x) of 
a degree < N - I such that 

g(x) _ r(x) (mod f(x)). 

Theorem 5. One has 

(1) g(x) _ 0 (modd f(x), m) 

if and only if the residue r(x) mod f(x) of g(x) is divisible by m (i.e. i"f each 

of the coefficients of this residue r(x) is divisible by m). 
Proof. If (1) holds there exist polynomials q(x) and s(x) in R[x] 

such that 
g(x) = q(x)f(x) + m s(x). 

Let t(x) denote the residue mod /(x) of s(x). Then one has 

g(x) m s(x) - m t(x) (mod f(x)), 

and the residue r(x)=m t(x) mod f(x) of g(x) is divisible by m. 

Conversely if m divides the residue r(x) the relation (1) follows immedi
ately. 

The following two theorems may be mentioned without their simple 
proofs. 

Theorem 6. If m ER, m1 E R 1 , m1 [m and f(x) E R[x], then 

(f(x), m1)1(/(x), m). 

Theorem 7. If m ER, if f(x), /1 (x), f2(x) belong to R[x] and if 
f(x) /1(x)f2(x) (mod 1n), 

then 
(f1(x), m)[(/(x), m). 

Theorem 8. If m=m1m 2 •.• m., where 1n1 , ... , m, are pairwise coprime 

elements of R and if f(x) is a manic polynomial of R[x], then 
s 

(/(x), m) = II (l(x), m,,). 
a-1 
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Proof. Any element of (f(x), m) belongs by theorem 6 to each of the s 

ideals (f(x), m0 ) (a= 1, ... , s). Conversely for any element g(x) which belongs 
to each of these s ideals all coefficients of its residue mod f(x) are divisible 
by each of the s pairwise coprime elements mi, ... , m. of R, hence by their 
product m, Then by theorem 5 the polynomial g(x) belongs to (f(x), m). 

Theorem 9. If p is a prirne element of R and if 

f(x) - f 1(x) ... f.(x) (mod p), 

where f 1(x), ... , f,(x) are pairwise coprime elements of the ff-set 

R 0[x] = R[x]/(p), 
then 

s 

(f(x), p) = IT Ua(x), p). 

Proof. By theorem 7 any polynomial which belongs to (f(::e), JJ) also 
belongs to each of the s ideals (f0 (x), p) (a= 1, ... , s). Conversely let g(x) 

belong to each of these s ideals. In the homomorphism R[x] ~ R 0 [x] let 
g(x) correspond to g0(x), f(x) to f 0(x) and f0 (:r) to f 00(x) (a= l, ... , s). Then 
one has 

fao(x)jg0(x) (a= 1, ... , s). 

By theorem 4 the set R0 [x] is an ff-set, hence a unique factorization 
domain, thus f 0(x)jg0(x), i.e. g(x) E (f(x), p). 

SECTION 3. RESULTANTS 

Let R be an integral domain. Then for any two elements f(x) and g(x) 

of R[x] consider the resultant T(f, g) of f(x) and g(x) with respect to x. 

This resultant belongs to R. 
For resultants one has the following four well known properties which 

will be used later. 
I. If /, g and h belong to R[x], then 

T(gh, /)=T(g, f) T(h, /). 

II. If/, g and h belong to R[ x] and if rn is an element of R, then from 

g = h (model /, m) 
it follows that 

T(g, /) -- T(h, /) (mod m). 

III. For any f and g of R [ x] there exist elements q and s of R [ x] such 
that 

T(/, g)=qf+sg. 

Here without loss of generality it may be supposed that the degree of q is 
less than·the degree of g~ancl that the degree of sis lessfthan the degree of/. 

IV. If r ER and if f(x) is a polynomial of degree N of R[:r], then 

T(r, i)=rN. 

Definition. If mis an element of an ff-set Rand if f(x) is a monic 
polynomial of R[x], then the set of elements g(x) of R[x] for which the 
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resultant T(f, g) and m are relatively prime, is called the reduced residue 
set modd f(x), m of R[x]. 

This reduced residue set will be denoted by 

R[x]//(f(x), 111). 

Theorem 10. If mis an element of an ff-set Rand if f(x) is manic in 
R[x], then the set 

S=R[x]//(f(x), m) 

is a multiplicative group. 
Proof. Let g and h belong to S. Then by property II of resultants 

one has T(gh, /) = T(g, f) T(h, /). Since both T(g, f) and T(h, f) are relatively 
prime to m, so is T(gh, !), hence gh ES. 

Further if g ES then by property III of resultants an element q ofR[x] 
exists such that 

t=T(g, /)=qg+sf, 

and moreover t and m are relatively prime. Then for the element t1 of R 
with t/ e (mod m) one has 

e = t1t = tdg (modd f(x), m), 

hence the inverse element ld of g in R (f(x), m) is found and 

T(t1q, f) T(g, /)=T(t1qg, /) = T(e, /)=e (mod m). 

Thus T(t1q, f) and m are relatively prime and td ES, 
Theorem 11. For the set S -introduced in the above theorem one has 

x ES if and only if f(0) and m are relatively prime. 
Proof. From 

f(x) = xq(x) + /(0), 

where q(x) E R[x], one finds 
T(x, f(x)) = f (0), 

whence follows the assertion. 

SECTION 4. PERIODS 

Theorem 12. Every element r of an ff-set R which is not divisible by a 
prime element p of R satisfies 

rM-I e (mod p); 

here JJ1 denotes the integer JJI(R, p) introduced in section 1. 
Proof. By theorem 1 the elements c/= 0 of R/(p) form a group with 

M(R, p)-1 elements, Then the assertion follows from a property of finite 
multiplicative groups. 

Theorem 13. If pis a prime element of an ff-set R, if f(x) is a mod p 
irreducible polynomial of degree N of R[x], then for any polynomial g(x) 
not belonging to the ideal (f(x), p) one has 

(g(x))MN-i = e (modd f(x), p). 
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Proof. In theorem 4 it was found that the set R1 =R0 [x]/(f(x)) where 
R0 =R/(p) is a field with 1JfN elements. Since in the homomorphism 
R[x] ,...._, R1 the element g(x) of R[x] does not correspond to the zero 
element of Ri, the assertion follows as before from a property of finite 
multiplicative groups. 

Theorem 14. Let p be a prirne elernent of an ff-set Rand k a positive 
integer. Then for polynornials f(x), g(x) and h(x) of R[x] satisfying 

y(x) h(x) (modd f(x), pk) 
one has 

(g(x))P - (h(xW (modd f(x), pk+I); 

here P denotes the 'integer P(R, p), introd'Uced in section I. 
Proof. By assumption there exists a polynomial r(x) of R[x] such that 

Hence 
g(x) - h(x)+rr(x) (mod f(x)). 

(g(x))P - (h(x)+1h(xW (mod /(x)) 

and by the binomial theorem the right hand side of the last relation can 
be written in the form 

(h(x))P +P(h(xW-1 pk r(x)+p21' s(x), 

where s(x) is a suitably chosen element of R[x]. Since R/(p) is an additive 
group with P elements one has in R 

Pe O (mod p), 

hence on account of 2k > k + 1 

(g(xW - (h(xW (rnodd f(x), 7}H). 

In a similar way one can prove 
Theorem 15. Let p be a prirne elernent of an ff-set Rand k a positive 

integer. Then for polynornials f(;-c), g(x) and h(x) of R[x] satisfying 

one has 
g(x) _ h(x) (rnodd (f(x))", p) 

(g(xW (h(x))P (modd (/(x))"P, p). 

Theorem 16. If p is a prirne elernent of an ff-set R, if f(x) is an 
irred'Ucible polynornial of degree N of R [ x ]/ (p), then for every polynornial 
g(x) not belonging to the ideal (f(x), p) one has 

Pk-1 •1N k (g(x)) u, -u e (rnodd f(x), p '). 

Proof. This property immediately follows from the theorems 13 
and 14. 

Theorem 1 7, If pis a prirne elernent of an ff-set Rand if f(x) is an 
irred'UCible polynornial of degree N of R[x]/(p), then 

x·vN-1 e (modd /(x), p); 

xM"-1 :¢ e (model f(x), p) (n= 1, 2, ... , N -1). 

Proof. Since x does not belong to the ideal (/(x), p) the first assertion 
holds by theorem 13. 
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Further suppose that for some positive n < N 

xMn-1 - e (modd f(x), p). 
Using the relation 

(a+b)Pn = apn +bpn (mod p) 

(to be proved by induction on n) one finds for every polynomial 
N-1 

g (x) = ! ah x" 
h-0 

of R[x] the relation 
N-1 

(g (x))"yn = ! af" xh,-,,tn (mod p). 
h~O 

By theorem 12 for h= 0, 1, ... , N -1 one has 

and from the assumption one gets 

xhMff xh (modd f(x), p). 
Consequently 

N-1 

(g (x))l'II" - ! ah x" = g (x) (modd f (x), p) 
h-0 

and every element of S = R[x]/(f(x), p) would be a root of the equation 

x11-I1'=X 

in S. Then this equation of degree Mn would have MN roots, which is 
impossible since n < N. 

Theorem 18. If pis a prime element of an ff-set Rand if f(x) is an 
irreducible polynomial of degree N of R[x]/(p), then for every polynomial g(x) 
not belonging to the ideal (f(x), p) an element u of R exists such that 

(g(x)t u (modd f(x), p), 

where n= (MN -1)/(M -1). 
Proof. The M-1 different elements Ui, •.• ,uM_1 c,60 of R/(p) satisfy 

by theorem 12 the relation 
XM-I=e, 

hence by the ordinary theory of equations in the field R/(p) one has 

XM-1-e= (X-Ui) ... (X-uM-1)-

Then in R[x]/(p) one obtains taking X = (g(x)r (where g(x) is an arbitrary 
element of R[x] not belonging to (/(x), p)) 

gMN-l_e= (gn-U1) ... (gn-UM-1). 

By theorem 13 one finds 

(gn-Ui), ... , gn-uM_1 ) - 0 (modd f(x), p), 

whence follows the assertion. 
Corollary. In particular one has 

x<MN-iit<M-ll = u (modd f(x), p), 

where u is a suitably chosen element of R. 
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SECTION 5. PERIODS WITH RESPECT TO U -SETS 

Definition, Let rn be an element of an ff-set Rand f(x) an element 
of R[x]. Then any multiplicative subgroup of the group R[x]//(f(x), m) is 
called a U-set with respect to f(x) and m, or shortly a U1m-set. 

Examples. 
1. The set R[x]//(f(x), rn) itself; 
2. the set R // ( rn) ; 
3. the set of unities of R; 
4. the set E only consisting of the unit element e of R. 

Definition. Let rn be an element of an ff-set, f(x) be an element of 
R[x] and U a U1m-set. Then a positive integer dis called a period modd 
f(x), m of a polynomial g(x) of R[x] with respect to U, if an element u of 
U exists such that 

(g(x))d - u (modd f(x), rn). 

Obviously if such a period d exists also the smallest of such a period exists. 
This smallest period will be called the primitive period of g rnodd /, m 
with respect to U and will be denoted by cg(!, rn; U). 

In particular we shall write 

ex(/, rn; U)=c(/, m; U); 

c0(!, rn; E)=Cu(f, rn); c0 (!, m; R//(rn))=c0(!, rn); 

ex(/, rn; E)=C(/, rn); ex(/, m; R//(rn))=c(/, m). 

Theorem l H. Let m be an element of an ff-set R, f(x) and g(x) belong 
to R[x] and U a U1m-set. If the primitive period c=c0(/, m; U) exists, then 
any multiple of c is a period modd f(x), rn of g(x) with respect to U; conversely 
any period d modd f(x), m of g(x) with reszJect to U is a multiple of the 
primitive period c. 

Proof. If c exists an element u of U can be found such that 

gc - u (modd f(x), rn) 

hence for any positive integer k one has 

glee_ u'' (modd /(:r), rn), 

where also uk belongs to the U -set U; then the first assertion follows. 
Conversely suppose there exists an element v E U such that 

ga v (modd f(x), rn). 

Then the primitive period c exists and an element u E U can be found with 

gc u (modd f(x), rn). 

Putting d=qc+r where O < r<c and q integer, one has 

V . gd=gqcgr = uqgr (modd f(x), rn). 

Since U is an u,m-set an element w of U exists such that 

wu = e (modd f(x), rn), 
hence 

g' - vwq (modd f(x), m). 
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Since vwq E U, also r is a period modd /, m of g with respect to U. From. 
the minimality of c one gets r = 0, hence c!d. 

Theorem 20. Let m and m1 belong to an ff-set Rand f(x) and /1(x) to 
R[x]; further let U be a U 1m-set and U1 a U 1,,,.,-set. Finally suppose 

(f(x), m)l(f1(x), m1) and U1 CU. 

Then if c1 =cg(f1,m1 ; U1) exists, also c=cg(f,m; U) exists and clc1. 

Proof. The assertion follows after a little argument from theorem HI. 
Theorem 21. If C=Og(f, m) exists, then c=cu(f, m) exists and c!O. 
Proof. The result follows from the preceding theorem using the fact 

that EC U =R//(m). 
Definition. vu(!, m)=Ou(f, m)/cu(f, m). 
By the preceding theorem vu(!, m) is a positive integer. 
Theorem 22. If p is a prime element of R, then 

c=c(f, p; U)!c(f, pk; U)!Pk-I c(f, p; U). 

Proof. Fork= 1 the assertion is obvious. Further assume the assertion 
proved for some integer k > 1, i.e. there exists an element u of U such that 

g~ - u (modd f, pk), 

where d=c(f, pk; U) satisfies d!P-1c. Then by theorem 14 one deduces 

gPd = uP (modd f, pk+l), 

hence using theorem 19 
c(f, pk+l; U)!Pd!P"c, 

whence follows the assertion. 
Theorem 23. If pis a prime element of Rand if f(x) is irreducible 

mod p, then 
c=c(f, p; U)lc(flc, p; U)tp1c, 

where t is the smallest integer > 0 with pt > k. 
Proof. For all k with t= 0 the assertion is obvious. Now suppose 

t > 0 and the theorem proved for all positive integers < pt_ Let further k 
be an integer satisfying pt<k < pt+l; then one has 

gd = u (modd jP 1, p), 

where u is a suitably chosen element of U and cJdlPtc. By theorem 15 one 
concludes 

gPd == uP (modd rt+l' p), 

hence, also using theorem 19 and 20, 

clc(fk, p; U)lc(jP1+1 , p; U)tpdtpt+ic. 

Theorem 24. If m=m1 ••• m,, where mi, ... , m. are pairwise coprime 
elements of R, if further U is a Utma (a= 1, ... , s)-set and if finally the periods 

Ca=cg(f, ma; U) (a= 1, ... , s) 

exist, then also the period c = cg(f, m; U) exists and c is equal to the least 
common multiple d of c1, ••• , cs-
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Proof. From 

gca _ u" (modd f(x), rn) (a= 1, ... , s) 

it follows for a= 1, ... , s, putting d"=d/c" 

gd _ uga (modd f(x), ma)-

Now by the chinese remainder theorem an element w of U exists with 

w uga (modd rn") (a= 1, ... , s). 
hence 

gd - w (modd /(x), rn") 

and by theorem 8 

(a= 1, ... , s) 

gd _ w (modd /(x), m). 

Thus c=cu(f, m; U) exists and cld. 
Further from 

gc - u (modd /(x), m) 

with theorem 20 one deduces calc for a= 1, ... , s, hence die. Consequently 
c=d. 

Theorem 25. Let p be a prirne element of R and suppose 

f(x) -- f1(x, ... f.(x) (mod p), 

where /1(x), ... , f.(x) are pairwise coprime elements of R[x]/(p). Let for 
a= 1, ... , s the set U be a U faP-set and let the period c" = cuUa, p; U) exist. 
Then also the period c = cu(/, p; U) exists and ifd denotes the least common 
multiple of Ci, ... , c, one has 

d!clc 0(f, p; E)!bd; 

here b denotes the number of elements of U. 
Proof. For a= 1, ... , s from 

gca _ Ua (modd fa(x), p) 

it follows putting da = d/ca 

rl uga (model la(X), p). 

hence since the group U has b elements 

g"d e (model fa(a:), JJ) 

and by theorem 9 

g",z e (model /(x), p). 

Then c=c0(f, v; U) exists and by theorem 20 one deduces 

clc0 (f, JJ; E)ibd. 

The further result die follows in a similar way as m the proof of the 
preceding theorem. 

Corollary. In the case U =E one has b= 1, hence c=d. 
Theorem 26. The integer v=v0(f, rn) is equal to the exponent q mod m 

of the residue it modd f(x), m of g0 , where c=c0 (f, m). 
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gc u (modd f(x), rn) 

gqe uq e (modd f(x), rn), 

hence 0=00(/, m)lcq and vlq. 
Further 

e _ gc = g"e _ uv (modd f(x), 111 ), 

hence qlv. Consequently q = v. 
Theorem 27. Let R be an arbitrary commutative ring with a unit 

element and let f(x) denote a manic polynomial of degree N in R[x]. Then 
if a positive integer c amd an element it of R satisfy 

( 1) xc u (mod f(x)), 

one has 
((- )Nf(0))e=uN. 

Proof. For N=l one has f(x)=,r-r where rER. Then from (1) by 
taking x = r the required result follows. 

Now suppose the theorem holds for all monic polynomials of degree 
< N - I, the coefficients of which belong to an arbitrary commutative 
ring with a unit element. 

By assumption a polynomial q(x) of R[x] exists such that 

:re=u+q(x) f(x). 

Consider the ring S=R[x, y]/(f(y)). Put 

(2) f(x)- f(y) = (x-y) g(:r, y) = (x-y) h(x), 

where h(x) is a monic polynomial of degree N - 1 in x with coefficients 
in R [y]. Then 

xc=u+q(x) f(y)+(:r-y) q(x) h(x) 
and in S one has 

xe u (mod h(:r)). 

By the above induction hypothesis one concludes in S 

((- )N-1 h(0))e=uN-1_ 

Further by ( 1) one has in S the relation ye= u, hence 

(( _ )N-ly h(0))e=uN. 

Finally (2) gives for x=0 in S the result f(0)=-yh(0), hence 

((- )1'f(0))e=uN. 

Since neither of the sides of this relation depends on y, it holds not only 
in S, but also in R. 

Theorem 28. Let m be an elernent of an ff-set R and f(x) denote a 
polynomial of degree N of R[x]. Then for c=c(/, rn) and v=v(f, 111) one has 

(/c) I v I (:;)' 
where s denotes the exponent mod 111 of a= ( - )Nf(0). 
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Proof. From 
xc _ u (model f(x), rn) 

by the preceding theorem one gets 

ac = uN (mod rn), 
hence 

uNe/(e,c) _ ace/(e,c) _ ec/(e,c) = e (n1od m), 

thus by theorem 26 

I Ne: 
V (1o,c) • 

Further for 0=0(!, m) one has using theorem 26 and 27 

a0 =avc_uvN=eN=e (mod m), 

hence s!G. Also one has c!O, hence {s,c}IG, i.e. (:.:) I cv, thus 

(1o~r;) IV. 

For a further result the symbol Bq(m) 1s introduced, denoting the 
number of prime factors q in the positive integer m. 

Theorem 29. If a prime factor q of the degree N of f(x) satisfies 
BQ(s)>Ba(c), wheres, c=c(/, m) and m have the same rneaning as in the 
preceding theorem, then 

(2c) I v I (:~) · 
Proof. Since Bq(s) > 0 one may puts= qd, where dis a positive integer. 

Further put N = qn. Then by theorem 26 and 27 one has 

uv - I (mod rn), uN - ac (modm). 

By theorem 28 the number b defined by V=sb/(s, c) is integer. In virtue 
of Bq(s) > Bq(c) also d/(s, c) =s/q (s, c) is integer. Hence 

.!!!__N N.!!.!!__ c.!!.!!.... 
1 = i(Vn = 7t(f,C) q = U (e,c) _ (l (e,c) (mod m), 

thus by definition of s one has s, (~~~) hence q I ~,be). Since Ba(c) = Ba(s, c) 

the last result gives qjb, consequently 

(::c)lv, 
Corollary. If a=(-)Nf(O)=e, then s=l and one obtains qjvjN. 

If, however, a= -e, thens= 2. If moreover c is odd, one obtains 2qlvl2N, 
if, however, c is even, then qjvjN. 

Mathematical Centre, Amsterdam. 
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Chapter II. Recurring sequences 

SECTION 1. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

Consider a sequence w0 , Wi, . . . satisfying 
N 

(I) Wn+N = _L ah Wn+N-h 
h~l 

(n = 0, 1, ... ), 

where w0, ... , wN-1' ai, ... , aN are arbitrary elements of an ff-set R. 
In order to investigate properties of the sequence introduce the poly

nomial 
N 

f(x) = xN - _Lah xN-\ 
h~l 

which is called the characteristic polynomial of the sequence. Let E be 
the operator which transforms any element wn of the considered sequence 
into wn+l (n=0, 1, ... ) i.e. Ewn=Wn+1· Then (I) may be written in the form 

(2) f(E) Wn = 0 (n = 0, 1, ... ). 

Unless stated otherwise the integer n may assume all values n = 0, I, .... 
Further introduce the polynomial An(x) of R[x] by 

A (x) = f(x)-f(E) w . 
n x-E n' 

here first the expression (/(x)-/(E))/(x-E) has to be ,nitten as a poly
nomial in x and E and this polynomial (operator) has to be applied to w,.. 
Obviously the polynomial An(x) is of a degree < N - I in x. 

Theorem 30. One has 

(mod /(x)). 

Proof. For n=0 the assertion is obvious. Now suppose it holds for 
some integer n > 0. Then one has using (2) 

xn+l A 0 (x) = x,xn A 0 (x) = x An(x) = (x-E+E) f(~=~E) w,.. 

= f(x) w,.-f(E) w., + f(~=~E) E wn 

f(x)-f(E) = x-E W,.+1 = A,.+ 1(x) (mod /(x)). 
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Definition. If m is an element of R and U a U1m-set, then any 
positi"\e integer d for which an integer nm > 0 and an element u of U 
exist such that 

(n=nm, nm+ I, ... ) 

is called a period mod m with respect to U of the recurring sequence. The 
smallest such positive integer is called the (primitive) period mod m with 
respect to U of the sequence. 

Theorem 31. If c i.s the primitive period mod m with re.spect to the 
U1m-.set U of the recurring .sequence, then any multiple of c i.s a period mod m 
with respect to U of the .sequence. Oonver.sely any period d mod m with respect 
to U of the sequence is a multiple of the primitive period c. 

Proof. By the definition of c an element u of U exists such that 

(3) 

hence if k is a positive integer one gets for these values of n 

Elwwn _ ukwn (mod m). 

Since also uk E U the number kc is a period mod m with respect to U of 
the sequence. 

Conversely let d be such a period. Then an element u1 of U exists such 
that 

(n=n:U, n;,,+ I, ... ). 

Putting d=gc+r where 0 :S r<c and q is integer one finds using (3) for 
n=n';,,, n;~+l, ... , where n;,=max (nm, n;,.) 

Since U is a group an element u2 of U exists such that 

uu2 -- e (modd f(x), m), 
hence 

( n = n';,,, n';,, + I, ... ) . 

Since u~u1 E U from the minimum property of c it follows that r= 0, 
hence c[d. 

Theorem 32. Lett denote the resultant of A 0(x) and f(x). If f(O) and 
m are relatively prime, the period cl mod m with respect to the U1m-set U of 
the recurring sequence sati.sfies c'[d[c, where c=c(f, m; U) and c' =c(f,m'; U) 

with m' =m/(t, m). 
Proof. By a wellknown property of resultants there exist polynomials 

q(x) and r(x) in R[x] such that 

t=q(x) A0(x)+r(x) f(x), 
hence 

t - q(x) A 0(x) (mod f(x)). 
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Now by the definition of d there exists an element u of U such that 

(Ed-u) w., = 0 (mod m) (n=nm, nm+ 1, ... ), 

hence 

(Ed-u) f(;=~E) w., = 0 (modm) (n =nm, nm+l, ... ). 

Using theorem 30 and the relation (2) one deduces 

(4) 
~ (xd-u) x" A 0(x) = (xd-u) A.,(x) = (xd-u) f(x!=~E) w., 

J xd-Ed ;i;<I-Ed t = x-E (/(x)-/(E)) w,. = x-E f(x)w,.=0 (modd/(x),m). 

Further putting /(x) = xh(x) + /(0), one has 

xh(x) == - /(0) (mod /(x)) 

and after multiplication by (h(x))"q(x) the relation (4) becomes 

tf(0)(xd-u) = 0 (modd /(x), m). 

Since /(0) and m are relatively prime one finds 

t(x4 -u) = 0 (modd /(x), m), 
hence 

xd = u (modd /(x), m') 

and consequently c' jd. 
Further from the definition of c it follows that there exist polynomials 

a(E) and b(E) of R[E] and an element u of U such that 

Ec=u+a(E)f(E) +mb(E), 

hence using (2) 

Ecw,,=uw,.+mb(E)w,. = uw,. (mod m), 

consequently 

and die. 
Corollary. In the case (t, m) = 1 one has m' =m and c=d. 
Then the period mod m with respect to U of the sequence is equal to 

the exponent c(f, rn; U). 
Definition. An element m of R is called exceptional for a recurring 

sequence with characteristic polynomial /(x) if at least one of the following 
properties holds: 

1°: /(0) and m are not relatively prime; 
2°: the resultant t of f(x) and A0(x) and the element mare not relatively 

prime. 
All other elements of R are called nonexceptional for the sequence. 
The result of the corollary to the preceding theorem may now be 

formulated as follows: 
If m is non-exceptional for a recurring sequence with characteristic poly-
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nomial f(x), then the period mod m of the sequence with respect to a U1m-set U 
is equal to the exponent c(f, m; U). 

In particular taking moreover U =E and U =R//(m) one finds the 
results: 

The period mod m of the sequence is equal to O(f, m); the period mod m 
with respect to the set R//(m) of the sequence is equal to c(f, m). 

Finally for linear f(x) one derives easily the wellknown property: 
The period mod m of the sequence is equal to c(f, m'), where m' = m/(Wo, m). 
For f(x) of a degree > 2 no such simple result holds. Then one has to 

use theorem 32 and in order to find a further result on the periods of the 
sequence one has to consider the exceptional primes of m separately. 

SECTION 2. RECURRING SEQUENCES OF RATIONAL INTEGERS 

The above results are now applied to the case R is the ff-set of rational 
integers. Then one has 

P=P(R, p)=p; Q=Q(R, p)= 1. 

For a recurring sequence satisfying 

f(E)wn=0 (n=O,l, ... ), 
where 

N 

f(E) = xN - L ah xN-Ji, 
7'~1 

as before the exceptional primes are either divisors of f(0) = -aN or 
divisors of the resultant t of A 0(x) and f(x); here A 0(x) has the same 
meaning as in the preceding section. Unless stated otherwise it is supposed 
that the numbers m, modulo which the sequence will be considered, have 
no exceptional prime factors. 

With respect to the U-sets E and R//(m) by theorem 32 the periods 
mod m of the sequence are equal to 0(/, m) and c(f, m) respectively. 

For the numbers 0(/, m) and c(f, m) by the theorems 18, 17, 23, 25, 22 
and 24 one has 

Theorem 33. If f(x) is irreducible mod ]J, where pis a prime number 
then 

c(f, p)[(pN-1)/(p-l), O(f, p)[pN-1, O(f, p)ip"-1 (n= 1, ... , N-1) 

c(f, p)[c(fh, p)[p1c(f, p), 0(/, p)[C(f\ p)[p1O(f, p); 

here t denotes the smallest integer > 0 with pt > h. 
If 

f(x) - (/1(x))'• ... (f,(x))'s (mod p), 

where f1(x), ... , f,(x) are pairwise coprime volynomials of R/(p), then for the 
lowest common multiples 

C= {c(gI•, p), ... , c(g~•, p)} and 0= {O(gf•, p), ... , O(g~•, p)} 
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one has 
c[c(f, p)[(p-l)c; 0=0(/, p). 

Further 

c(f, p) [c(f, ph) [ph-1 c(f, p); 0(/, p) [0(/, ph) [ph-1 O(f, p ). 

Finally if m=pi' ... p~•, where A, ... , Ps are different prime numbers, then 

c(f, m)={c(f, Pt'), ... , c(f, p~;)} and O(f, m)={O(f, Pi'), ... , O(f, p~•)}. 

For the set R considered in this section the results on c(/, ph), O(f, ph), 
c(fh, p) and O(fh, p) can be ameliorated. 

Theorem 34. Let p be an odd prime and U a U1P-set. If the residue 
u belonging to U of x" mod f(x) satisfies 

xe u (modd f, pk); xe '¢ u (modd /, pk+l), 
then 

(f h U) (C !if h=l, ... ,k; 
C ,p; = pli-kc [if h=k+I,k+2, ... 

Proof. First the following auxiliary property is proved for h=k, 
k+ 1, ... : 

(1) h-k h-k I h-k xP c - uP (modd /, p') ; xP c '¢ w (modd /, ph+ 1 ) 

for all w EU. 
In fact this property holds for h=k. Now if it holds for some integer 

h > k, one has 
h-k h xv ·c = u1 +JJ r(x) (mod f(x)), 

where u1 ='uPh-l, and r(x) E R[x]. By theorem 5 one has v1r(x). Using the 
binomial theorem one gets 

h-k+l 7 I 1 1 d h+• xP e=(u1 +p'r(x)JP-nf+p•+ uf-r(x) (mod f(x),p ~). 

Since u1 EU =R//(p) one has p1n1 ; since also p1r one has 

(2) ph+2fph+l uf-lr(x). 

Again using theorem 5 one finds the relations ( 1) for h + 1 instead of h. 
Further from ( l) one deduces for h = k + 1, k + 2, ... 

c[c(f, ]Jh)l1/'-kc: c(f, p")fph-k-Ic, 
hence 

c(f, i') = ph-kc. 

Remark. If p = 2 the relation ceases to hold in the case h = 1. After 
a small change of the argument for p = 2 one finds: 

If U is a U12-set and the residue u, belonging to U of xe mod f(x) with 
c = c (f, 4) satisfies 

xe _ u (modd /, 2k), xe '¢ u (modd /, 2k+ 1), 

then 
(f 2,.) = ( c(f, 4) if h=2, ... , le 

C ' 2h-kc(j,4) if h=k+I,k+2, ... 
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In a similar manner as in theorem 34 the proof can be given of the 
following 

Theorem 3 5. If f(x) is irreducible rnod p and if the residue u rnod f(x) 
of x 0 (where c=c(f, p; U)) satisfies 

x" _ u (modd f7<, p); x0 ¢ u (modd fk+ 1, p), 
then 

c(fh, p; U)=p1 c(f, p; U), 

where t is the srnallest integer > 0 with kp1 > h. 

SECTION 3. RECURRING SEQUENCES OF INTEGERS OF THE SECOXD ORDER 

Consider the sequence defined by 

W0 =0, w1 = 1, W,.+2 =lltW,,+1-aw,. (n=0, 1, ... ). 

The discriminant ar-4a of the characteristic polynomial 

f(E) = E 2-a1E + a 
will be denoted by D. 

If (~) = -1 this polynomial is irreducible mod p; if (i) = 1 it is 

reducible into two mod p different linear polynomials; if (~) = 0 it is 

reducible into two mod p equal linear factors. 
These results follow from the relations 

4f(E)=(2E-a1 ) 2-D hence (2E-a1)2 = D (mod f(x)). 

Consequently one has 

Theorem 36. Let p be an odd prirne. 

If (i) =-1, then c(f,p)lp+l, O(/,p)fp+l, O(/,p)jp2-l; 

if (i) = 1, then c(f, p)IO(f, p)lp-1; 

if (~) =0, then c(f, p)=p; O(f, p)lp(p-1). 

Remark 1. For p= 2 one has 

if (~) = 1, then c(f, 2) =0(/, 2) = 3; 

if (~) = 0, then c(f, 2) =0(/, 2) = 2. 

Remark 2. For rn = 4 one easily deduces the following results 

lli (mod 4) a (mod 4) C 0 V 

0 -1 2 2 1 
±1 -1 6 6 1 

2 ±1 4 4 1 
0 1 2 4 2 
1 1 3 6 2 

-1 1 3 3 1 
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Theorem 37. 

If (~) = -1, one has x 11+1-a (modd f(x), p); 

if (~) = 0 and p-:/=2, one has x 11 - 2-1a1 (modd f(x), p). 

Proof. In the first case one has by Euler's criterium 

DH11-u -1 (mod p), 

hence using 
(2x-a1 )2 D (mod f(x)) 

one gets 
(2x-a1 )11- 1 - -1 (modd f(x), p), 

hence 

consequently 

~:11 = a1-x (modd f(x), p), x1>+1 - a1x-x2 - a (modd f(x), p). 

In the second case using plD one has successively 

(2x-a1 )2 = D = 0 (modd f(x), p), 

2x11-a1 = (2x-a1)11 0 (modd f(x), p), x 11 2-1 a1 (modd f(x), p). 

Corollary. In the first case one has (where as before s denotes the 
exponent of a mod p) 

x•!P+I> - a' 1 (modd f(x), p), 
hence 

0(/, p)ls(p+ l); 

in the second case one has 

C(f, p)=hp, 

where h denotes the exponent mod p of 2-1a1 . 

Theorem 38. 

If (})= 1, p prime -:I= 2, p-ta1, then 

c(/, JJ)!½(p-1) if(~) =l; 

c(f,p)!½(p+l) if (~)=-1. 
Proof. By assumption there exists an integer b with b2 a (mod p), 

hence 

(1) (x+b)(x+a1-b) x2 +a1x-b2 +a1b - a1b* (modd f(x), p). 

Further pfa1 +2b because pf D=ar-4a. Moreover 

(x+b) 2 _ x(a1 + 2b) (modd f(x), JJ), 
hence 

(x+b)P-1 - xH11-I>(a1+2b)•l11-1> (modd f(x), p). 
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If (~) = 1 by theorem 36 one has xP x (modd f(x), p), hence 

(2) x+b - xP+b (x+b)P _ xH1>-ll(a1 +2b)HP- 1>(x+b) (modd/(x), p). 

Then after multiplication by (x + a1 -b )(a1 + 2b )HP-llaf- 2bP-2 one obtains 
from (1) and (2) 

xt<P-1> - (a1 +2b)•'P-l> (modd f(x), p), 

hence 
c(f, p)l½(p-1). 

If (~) = -1 by theorem 37 one has xP+1 a (modd f(x), p), hence 

(3) b(b+x) _ a+bx - xP+l+bx=x(xP+b) x(x+b)P 

= xHP+ 1>(a1 +2b)HP- 1>(x+b) (modd f(x), p). 

Then after multiplication by (a1 + 2b)HP-1>(x+a1-b)af- 2bP- 2 one obtains 
from (1) and (3) 

xHP+U - b(a1 + 2b)HP-l> (model /(x), p), 

hence 
c(f, p)l½(P+ 1). 

Theorem 39. If c(f, p)!½(P ± 1) then (;) = 1. 

Proof. If c(f,p)l½(p-1) an integer u exists such that 

(1) xHP-1> _ u (model /(x), p), 

hence 
l - xP-1 - u 2 (model /(x), p). 

Further /(x) = /(a1-x), hence ( 1) gives 

{a1 -x)HP-U - 'U (modd /(x), p) 

and 
aHP-U = (x(a1 -x))"P-U _ u2 1 (model /(x), p), 

thus(;)= 1. 

If c(f, p)l½(p+ 1) theorem 37 can be applied. Since by assumption an 
integer w exists such that 

xHP+l> - w (model f(x), p), 
one has 

a - xP+1 _ w2 (model /(x), p), 

hence again (;) = 1. 

In order to find furthe¥ results on v(f, m) it be remarked that by theorem 
28 one has 

e I I' 2s s 2s -( -) v -( -) , hence v = -( -) or -( -) ; e, c e, c e, c e, c 

here c = c(f, m). A further discussion is given by the following 
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Theorem 40. Let p be an odd prime. 

If B 2(c)=B2(s)>0, then v=s/(s, c); 
if B2(c) =I= B 2(s), then v = 2s/(s, c). 
Proof. If B 2(s)>B2(c) by theorem 29 one has v=2s/(s, c). In both 

other considered cases c is even, say = 2d. Then one has for w=wc+1 

(1) w -ad (mod p). 

In fact by theorem 30 it followed 

xc - A.(x) w (modd f(x), p), 

hence by theorem 27 
a" _ w2 (mod p). 

If ad - w (mod p) one would have 

x" _ ad (modd f(x), p), 

hence from x(a1-x) _ a (mod f(x)) it would follow 

(2) 

thus 
xd - (a1 -x)d (modd f(x), p). 

Now by theorem 30 one has 

xd=xaA0(x) _ Ah:) =wa(x-a1 ) +wa+1 (mod f(x)), 

hence 
(a1 -x)d -wax+wa+1 (mod f(x)) 

and after addition these relations combined with (2) would give 

zxa 2zvd+l-a1wa (modd f(x), p), 

contrary to the minimum property of c. This proves (1). 
Now; in the case B 2(c) = B 2(s) > 0 both s/(s, c) and c/(s, c) are odd. 

From the minimum property of s (as exponent of a mod p) one deduces 

al'--1 (mod p), 
hence 

w•l<•.cl = ( _ )•l<•.c) a,de11,.c, = -(ai•)c11,.c, - _ ( _ )•11,,c, = 1 (mod p). 

and v=s/(s,c). 
In the case B2(c)> B2(s) however 1o/(s, c) is odd and c/(s, c) is even. 

Then one obtains 

w•f(e,c) = ( _ )•f(e,c) adef(e,c) = -(a')df(e,c) _ -1 (mod p), 

hence 
v=21o/(s, c). 

Remark. It is not difficult to find examples that in the case 
B 2(c) = B 2(c) = 0 the integer v can assume either of the values s/(s, c) 
and 2s/(s, c). 
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Summarizing the above results one has for odd primes p the following 
table of cases (where as before e and h denote the exponents of a and 2-1£ii 
mod p respectively). 

1. (~) =(~)= 1 C /½(p-1) O[p-1 

2. (~) = -(f )= 1 cf½(p-1) c /O/p-l 

3. -(~)=(f)=l C /½(p+ 1) Cfp+ 1, 0 /s(p+ 1) 

4. -(~) = -(~) = 1 cf½(p+ 1) c [ p+ 1 Cfp+ 1, 0 /s(p+ 1) 

u. (~)=o C=p C=hp. 

A. B2(c) = B2(s) > 0 i1=s/(s, c) B2(V)=0 
B. B2(c) = B2(e) = 0 V=e/(e, c) or 2s/(s, c) B 2(v) = 0 or 1 
C. B2(c) > B2(s) v= 2s/(s, c) B2(v)= 1 
D. B2(c) < B2(s) v=2s/(s, c) B2(v) > 2. 

For p = 2 one has only the cases 

(~)=(f)= 1 c=C= 1, V= 1. 

(~)=o c=0=2, V= 1. 

Combining the results 1-5 and A-D after a little discussion one gets 
the following table exhausting all possibilities: 

Case p (mod 4) Case V C C 
1 1 A,B,C,D s/(s, c) or 2s/(s, c) c[Hp-1) O[p-1 
1 -1 B s/(s, c) or 2s/(s, c) c[½(p-1) C/p-1 
2 ±1 A s/(s, c) c[p-1 C/p-1 
3 1 B,D e or 2s c l½(P+ 1) C [s(p+ 1) 
3 -1 B,C e or 2s C [½(p+ 1) C /s(p+ 1) 
4 1 D e c/p+l C [s(p+ 1) 
4 -1 C e c[p+l C [s(p+ 1) 
5 1 B,D e or 2s C=p C=hp 
5 -1 B e or 2s C=p C=hp. 

If moreover a= ± I still more can be found. 
In the case a= 1 one has e= 1 and the cases 2, 4, A and Dare obviously 

excluded. 
After some discussion one finds the following only possible cases: 

Case p (mod 4) case v c C 
1 1 B, C 1 or 2 c[½(p-1) C[p-1 
l -1 B 1 or 2 c/½(p-1) O[p-1 
3 1 B 2 c / ½(P + 1) 0 [ p + I 
3 -1 B, C 1 or 2 c / ½(P + 1) 0 Ip+ 1 
5 ±1 B 1 or 2 p C=p (ifa1 - 2 (modp)) 

0=2p (if a1 = -2 (mod p)) 
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In the case a = -1 one has r:: = 2 and case B is excluded. Here after some 
discussion the only possible cases appear to be 

Case p (mod 4) case V C C 
1 1 A,C,D 1, 2, 4 cJ½(p-1) OJp-1 
2 -1 A l C=Of½(p-1) C=OJp-1 
3 1 D 4 4c=Of(p+ 1) 4c=O J 2(p+ 1) 
4 -1 C 2 2c=Ofp+ 1 2c = C J 2(p + 1) 
5 ±1 D 4 p 4p 

As an application of the last case one may consider the sequence of 
FIBONACCI defined by 

W0 = 0, W1 = 1, Wn+2 =Wn+l +wn (n= 0, 1, ... ) 

with f(E) = E 2- E-1 and discriminant D = 5. Here (;) = 1 

(mod 10), (~) = -1 for p _ ± 3 (mod 10) and (;) = 0 

One easily deduces the following table 

for p _±I 

p mod 20 Case v C 

1 or 9 IA, IC, ID 1, 2, 4 cJ½(p-1) 
C=Of½(p-1) 
c J ½(p+ 1) 

11 or 19 2A 1 
13 or 17 

3 or 7 
5 

2 

3D 
4C 
5D 

4 

2 

4 

1 

2c=Ofp+ 1 
5 

3 

SECTION 4. 

C 
OJp-1 
OJp-1 

for p = 5. 

Ofp+l, OJ2(p+l) 
2c = C I 2(p + 1) 

20 
3 

RECURRING SEQUENCES OF RATIONAL INTEGERS OF ORDER > 3 

For a sequence of order 3 defined by 

the characteristic polynomial is 

f(E) = E 3-a1E 2-a2E-a. 

Let p denote an arbitrary prime number. Then one has by theorem 
33 the following cases and results which contrary to the preceding section 
cannot all be distinguished by a criterium on the discriminant D of f(E): 

I. f(x) is irreducible mod p. Then 

c(f, p) Jp2 +JJ+ 1, 0(/, p)fp2-l, 0(/, p) Jp3-l. 

II. f(x) is mod p reducible into a linear and an irreducible quadratic 
factor. Then 

c(f, p) JC(!, p)fp-1 c(f, p) JC(!, p) Jp2-1. 

III. f(x) is mod p reducible into three mod p different linear factors. Then 

c(f, JJ) JO(/, p) Jp-1. 
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IV. f(x) is reducible mod pinto a product of three linear factors exactly 
two of which are equal mod p. Then 

PI c(f, p) 1ou, p) fp(v-1). 

V. f(x) is reducible mod p into a product of three linear factors which 
are all equal mod p. Then 

p=c(f, p) [0(/, p) /p(p-1) if p =I= 2; 
c(f, 2) =0(/, 2) = 4. 

The cases IV and V only occur for primes p which divide D. By theorem 33 
the values of the periods mod m where m is composite can be found easily 
from those of the periods modulo the prime numbers. 

By theorem 28 one has 

ell3e .. e 3e -v- 1e v=- or -
(e,c) (e,c)' • • ' (e,c) (e,c)' 

where as before s denotes the exponent mod m of a. By theorem 29 one 
has further V=3s/(s, c) in the case B 3(s)>B3(c). In the case B3(s)<B3(c) 
however no result exists similar to that of theorem 40. Still, combining 
these results with those of the cases I-V, sometimes more can be said 
about the integers c, 0 and v. 

Also in the special case a= ±1 one can deduce more. Then obviously 
by theorem 29 one has V= 1, 2, 3 or 6. For these results the reader is 
referred to the author's thesis. 

Finally the main results are mentioned for a recurring sequence of the 
fourth order 

w,,+4=a1w,,+3 +a2w,,+2 +a3w,,+1-aw,, (n=O, 1, ... ) 

with characteristic polynomial 

f(E) = E 4-a1E 3-a2E 2-a3E + a. 

Denoting by q., ri, s., t. (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) mod p different and irreducible poly
nomials of degree i, by theorem 33 one has the following results 

I. /(x)-q4 (modp) c[(JJ+l)(p2 +1) 0fp2-l 0fp3-l 0lp4-l 
II. f(x) - q1q3 (modp) 0fp2-l c[0lp3-l 
III. 
IV. 

f(x)=q 2r 2 (modp) 0fp-1 cl0[p2-l 
f(x) - q1r1q2 (modp) 0fp-1 c[0[p2-l 

V. /(x) - q1r1s1t1 (modp) c[0[p-1 
VI. f(x) - qiq2 (mod p) 0fp-1 p [ c I0 lp(p2 - 1) 

VII. f(x) qrris1 (mod p) p le I0 ip(p-1) 
VIII. f(x) - qM (modp) p[c[0lp(p-1) 

~ plcl0[p(p-1) if p=/=2 
{ p 2 lcl0lp2(p-l) if p=2 

IX. f(x) - qfr1 (mod p) 

~ p=c [0 [p(p-1) if p=I= 2, 3 
I p 2 =cl0/p2(p-l) if p=2, 3. 

X. f(x) - qf (mod p) 

Further by theorem 28 one has 
e 2e 4e 

V = (e,c)' (e, c) or (e, c) 
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In the case B2(e)>B2(c) the value v=e/(e, c) is excluded. It is not difficult 
to show that in this case also v = 2e/ ( e, c) is excluded. In fact putting 
e= 2d from a•= 1 (mod p) on account of the minimum property of e one 
deduces a"_ -1 (mod p). By theorem 27 one has ac == u4 (mod p), hence 

u2A/(a,c) = (u4)<if(B,C) = aca/(s,c) = (a")cf(sc) = (-f/(s,c) = -1 (mod p), 

consequently v=4e/(e, c). 
Since moreover v(p) lp-1 this can only occur if p = 1 (mod 8). 
For a further discussion the reader is again referred to the author's 

thesis. 
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